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P R E F A C E

HARVEST MESSAGE HISTORY GLEANED FROM REPRINTS

1. Recently we had the privilege of reading the First Reprint in the home of Sister Nellie Mohr who has
had two cataract operations. We found so many interesting things that we went back over the book and
took note of  those items that we thot were worthy of our special attention, particularly those items that
revealed the Pastor’s thinking on doctrine and especially prophecy.  When we were thru with our study,
we had 370 pages of penciled notes in long hand.  We would liked to have included all these notes in a 
single magazine form, similar to The Divine Plan Journal that is being circulated by Bro. George
Wilmott.  Upon inquiry as to the cost, our conclusion was that this was an impractical  idea, so we have
decided to divide our notes and comments into installments and send them out to the brethren on our
mailing list over a period of time (and it may be a long time, too). 

2. There are so many interesting facets to this study, we are not sure that we can do it justice, due to our
inexperience in such a task, but we want to make an effort to bring out the jewels we found.  At the very
start we want to emphasize the fact that the First Reprint is only the beginning of the story of the Harvest
Message.  It is so very true that “the path of the just is as a shining light that shineth more and more unto
the perfect day.”  On doctrine, the light started out fairly bright, but has grown in brilliance as time
marched on. Reprint number One covers only the time from July, 1879 to December, 1887.  This is only
eight and a half years—this fact ought to clinch my point that Reprint number One is only the opening
scenes of the Harvest Message. However the opening scenes were filled with intense activity as well as
progress in understanding doctrine and prophecy. 

3. We were impressed with a fact that we had not so fully realized before, viz., that there were three
parables that exerted a tremendous influence in the thinking and guidance of the Pastor.  They were the
parable of the Wise and Foolish Virgins, second, the parable of the Wedding Garment, and thirdly, the
parable of the Wheat and the Tares.  All three parables pertained to the end of the age, and as events
seemed to fit so perfectly into these parables, it was natural that the idea of being “in the end” and 
that “the time was short” would dominate the thinking of the Pastor and his associates in the very early
days.  Unless we recognize this as a fact, we may not fully sympathize with, or understand the tendency at
that time to anticipate an early end to the church’s experience, and to predict certain events or anticipate
certain events in connection with a date or a supposed parallel seeming to suggest an event.

4. Back there “the Midnight Hour” was something real and thrilling and the belief that the Lord had
actual ly returned and was knocking in 1874 was an EXPERIENCE that was deeply impressive.  And as
some were actually putting off the Wedding Garment, this only heightened the conviction that the
church was in the closing scenes of its career.  And as the doctrines of the Nominal Churches were in
such a confused and contradictory condition, and as many were “mourners in Zion”, it was the logical
conclusion that the important work of the church at the time was to circulate the harmonious truth and
announce the call “come out of her my people.”  Evolution and Higher Criticism were dominating the
thinking of the Religious Seminaries, and the doctrine of the Ransom was being lost sight of.  Speaking of 
the Ransom, whenever this doctrine was downgraded, the Pastor attacked the error immediately and
relentlessly.
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1. In our start of the restudy of Vol. V in our ecclesia just recently, we ran across something on page i of
the 1916 foreword that we are going to use as a keynote, so to soeak, of our consideration of the gradual
understanding of the truth, both doctrinal and prophetic in the early days of the Harvest. These are the
Pastor’s own words: “It is not surprising that, appreciating the subject and studying it so carefully, our
views respecting it have become more and more clear. The Bible statements respecting the Ransom have
not in any wise changed, nor has our confidence in them changed; but they are more luminous; we
understand them better. We hold that the Bible statements on the subject are infallible, and that it is
because [comment: note the following words carefully!] we are not infallible that our views are capable
of expansion as we search the Scriptures and are guided into the understanding of them as promised by
the Holy Spirit. We are not demurring against the Divine Plan of gradual unfoldment, but rejoice in it.
We have nothing to apologize for. The Ransom looms before us more grandly with every fresh ray of
Divine light.” We think this fits perfectly what we found from our study—that the understanding of the
truth was a “gradual unfoldment” and there is nothing the Pastor or ourselves need “to apologize for,” to
anyone! 

2. “GRADUAL UNDERSTANDING” was the experience of the Pastor and his associates in the early
days. What we have today is far beyond what the brethren had in the beginning of the Harvest; but we
might learn some wholesome lessons by a careful consideration of the “gradual understanding” of
doctrine and prophecy. It might be the course of wisdom to be very cautious in our consideration of
future events and be very careful too that we do not allow ourselves to draw conclusions on a date or a
parallel that might be only a personal opinion, which opinion may not be of any importance as far as our
present or eternal welfare are concerned. It is a common human weakness to get overly enthused over a
personal idea or opinion and to try to get others to believe what we have is “gospel truth.” Making our 
calling and election sure is of great importance, far beyond any guessing we might indulge in on a date or
a parallel. We have been sobered by our study of the First Reprint. 

3. Now we shall launch on our presentation of the notes that we saved on our study; and please
remember, as we stated before, the First Reprint is only the opening scenes of the Harvest Message, and
the activities of our  Pastor and his “fellow servants.” Lord willing, we hope to continue our study of the
other reprints, and prepare a short history found in each one. Each reprint will show progress in
understanding. The various expressions on prophecy by the Pastor should prove interesting and promote
the spirit of a sound mind, and assist us to not be flighty or excited. In reasoning on prophecy we note
that more than one expression can be used in some cases. We have much on which we can rely; and we
are confident we are on the right track. But it is still a fact that we “see thru a glass darkly”—we do not
know everything, and actually we do not need to know everything—the essentials are all that are
necessary. We can be deeply thankful for what we do know and there is no reason to be discontented or
peevish over things we can only approximate. 

4. We shall comment on some quotes as we go along. But we may not comment on every quote as no
comment will be necessary. It will be obvious to those who read that some expressions are not entirely
right and that late expressions are more consistent, scriptural and harmonious. We hope you all enjoy
what you read and will find this a profitable study. 
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1. In no case will the editor be responsible for all sentiments expressed by correspondents, nor is he to
be understood as endorsing every expression in articles selected from other periodicals. (Page 3, par. 1) 

2. Purpose of Watch Tower—to awaken household of faith, and assist them to put on whole armor and
add the graces to their faith. (P. 3, par. 2, 3)

3. No matter how well adorned with graces, we are not acceptable unless covered with the robe of
Christ’s righteousness. (P. 3, par. 4)

4. God’s Word and prophecy of vital importance to our zeal and stability. (P. 3, col. 2, par. 1 & 2)

5. Zion’s Watch Tower “aims to represent the ‘chaste virgins,’ the prospective ‘Bride of Christ,’ and
with them acknowledge only one Master and Head—Christ Jesus.” (P. 3, col. 2, par. 3)

6. Zion’s Watch Tower “aims to be the lookout from whence matters of interest and profit may be
announced to the ‘Little flock,’ and as the ‘Herald of Christ’s Presence,’ to give the ‘meat in due season’ to
the ‘household of faith.’” (P. 3, col. 2, par. 4)

7. “… less than one billion were Saints of God—the Church—the Bride.” (P. 6, par. 4)

8. “Justification by faith is the ground rock of the whole system of Christianity.” (P. 6, col. 2 top)

9. “How, during the present and past ages, God is electing or gathering, by the preaching of His word,
the Gospel church.” (P. 8, col. 2, par. 4) [Comment: a sample of immature understanding.] 

10. “We should learn to love and value truth for its own sake ; to respect and honor it by owning and
acknowledging it wherever we find it and by whomsoever presented.” (P. 8 bottom) 

11. “God is Love—this is the grand expression of the Bible—the keynote of Christianity.” J. H. Paton.
(P. 9, par. 2)

12.  “… there will be a great company ‘as the sand of the sea’ at the end of the thousand years, who are
incorrigible and are cast into the lake of fire (the second death)” [Comment: the Pastor changed his
opinion on this later.] (P. 16, par. 6) 

13. “What became of his flesh; whether part of the atoms went to form the spiritual body or not, I know
not.” [Comment: the Pastor did not give opinions like this as he matured.] (P. 16, last par.) 

14. After being restorerd, Adam and the race, “under the guidance and instruction of the glorified
church, of attaining spiritual life.” [Comment: this idea was dropped as understanding increased.] (P. 17,
last par.)

15. “He was ‘Put to death in the flesh, but quickened [made alive] by the Spirit.’” [Comment: later
expressed as made alive Spirit.] (P. 18, par. 4) 

16. “John, on the isle of Patmos, saw Christ’s glorious body.” [Comment: this was a vision, not a reality
as understood later.] (P. 18, col. 2, top)
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1. “Last trump,” “trump of God,” “Seventh trump”—all the same, as the same events are
mentioned—“dead are judged, and prophets and saints rewarded.” (P. 19, col 2, top)

2. “Of the first advent—more properly the Incarnation—it is said: ‘the Word was made flesh and dwelt
among us, … full of grace and truth.’” (J. H. Paton) (P. 21, par. 1, begin line 25; P. 22, par. 8)
[Comment: the word “incarnation” was dropped later on.] 

3. “The day of the Lord”—the time when Gospel and Millennial ages lap. “This dark day is at once the
closing scene of the night of weeping, and the dawn of the morning of joy.” (P. 25, bottom) 

4. “I know not whether He and His saints will appear to them visibly or be recognized by them in their
remarkable and, as described, miraculous deliverance from their [Israel’s] enemies.” (P. 26, col. 2, par.
3) [Comment: a better understanding was realized later.]

5. “Incarnation.” (J. H. Paton) (P. 27, par. 1 & 5; P. 30, par. 5) 

6. “… escape is effected by their being ‘caught up to meet the Lord air…’” (P. 3.5-4) 

7. Great Company does not escape the trouble because of their partnership with “Christ, the world and
self; …” (P. 35-5, 6 & 7)

8. While Christ and church are inflicting the judgments upon world, the Great Company will be
washing their robes and be led of the Lamb into “living fountains of water.” (P. 35:2, last par.) 

9. “The fire will try every man’s work”—this comes before the translation—all go thru this
tribulation—“advanced Christians, or babes and tares all go into this trial.” (P. 26-3)

10. “… will shortly after be translated.” (P. 36-6) 

11. Infidelity is the great pestilence—everywhere. (P. 36-8 to 11) 

12. “This fall of Christianity, religious influence and restraint, and the rise of infidelity, prepares the way
and is the door by which the trouble upon the world (which quickly follows this upon the church) is
introduced. They both are parts of the trouble of ‘the great day of God.’” (P. 36—last par.)

l3. “… (even prophecy cannot be understood in detail until it is fulfilled.) …” (P. 39-top) (J. H. Paton) 

14. “Partakers of the Holy Ghost.” [Comment: the word Ghost was not dropped until some time later.] 

15. “The chance or opportunity for this high calling closes when the Bride is complete. (Probably very
soon.)” (P. 44-6.)

16. “God is justified in permitting evil or devil, if he so arranges that it finally results in the creature’s
good.” (P. 44-8) 

17. “‘Babylon is fallen.’ What is the fall and when will it occur? The fall we believe will be from her
exalted position of control and respect with the world, to one of ignominy and contempt.” (45:2-4)
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1. In Jan. 1880, the Pastor thot that Germany and England were the two-horned Beast. (P. 63:2-3)

2. Title of an article: WILL THE CHURCH BE A MOTHER—the wording of the first paragraph
shows how humble the Pastor was and that his one interest was to understand the true meaning of the
Scriptures. “We are in the habit of thinking and speaking of the church in this way. We have taught 
so because we supposed, felt sure that the Scripture was our authority for so doing. But upon
investigation we find that it has no Scriptural foundation. Let us look at the matter carefully and make
sure what is truth, then cast away any ideas which we may have built upon this supposition.” (P. 70-2)
[Comment: this is the kind of a Pastor we can trust fully.] 

3. The Pastor gave different meanings to the colors in the ephod as compared with the meanings given
them in T.S. (P. 72-5)

4. Different meaning to the breastplate than is given in T.S. (P. 72:2-2)

5. “The writer, among many others now interested, was sound asleep, in profound ignorance of the cry,
etc., until 1876 when being awakened he trimmed his Lamp (for it is still very early in the morning.)” (P.
88:2-1) 

6. The Midnight Cry issued by N. H. Barbour. (P. 288:2- last par.; 88-3)

7. Presence of Bridegroom announced first by Second Adventists. (P. 88-2) 

8. End of 6,000 years leading to morning suggested that the Bridegroom was due to be present. (88-3)
[Comment: this is a sample of the Pastor’s thinking, and it was consistent thinking too.]

9. Scriptural evidence of ending of 6,000 years and that the Bridegroom was due, was preached by N. H.
Barbour, a Second Adventist in the leading paper of that denomination (The world’s Crisis) and in
pamphlets and in monthly paper called “The Midnight Cry.” (P. 88-3) 

10. The cleansing meant not the burning of the earth, but separation of wise and foolish virgins in 1874
when Bridegroom was due to be present. (88-4) [Comment: this showed advancement in better
understanding.]

l1. “All of this has been wonderfully fulfilled, it seems to us.” (P. 88-6) “While the advent people have
been used to a large degree as representatives in the movements of the parable, yet we do not thing that it
is confined to them, nor to people who were interested in the movement prior to the coming of the
Bridegroom (1874).” (P. 38:2-1) 

12. “Another parable (Matt. 22:11) shows a work which must take place before the marriage, viz.: ‘when
the king carne in to see the guests.’” (P. 88:2-4) [Comment: we note here how the parable had a
profound effect upon the Pastor’s thinking.] 

13. “He had the Divine nature before he was put to death but he was in human form.” (P. 89:2-top)
[Comment: expressions of this kind were dropped as understanding increased.] 

14. “We are instructed by the Holy Ghost.” (94-2)

15. “And we realized, even now and here, a foretaste of those joys of Paradise.” (94:2-4) 

16. “Day Dawn”—J. H. Paton author of. (P. 94- 6)
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1. “We cannot but be benefitted and strengthened by going over the time arguments which establish our
whereabouts on the stream of time.” Said of the book “Day Dawn” which was recommended by the
Pastor. (P. 94-6)

2. “The blood poured at the bottom of the altar, shows that there was an abundance; it covered the altar
and plenty to spare.” (96-2) [Comment: stated with more understanding in Tabernacle Shadows.] 

3. “The fat and kidneys were not offered upon the altar, probably representing the inward and outward
affections of Jesus.” (96-3) [Comment: same as above.] 

4. “Hence a great and wonderful unfolding of truth is all that the Bible gives us as a right to expect
during the presence of the Son of man, and before translation.” (98-4) By : L.A.A., not identified. 

5. “For the simple reason that angels cannot die.” (101-6) (W. I. Mann) [Comment: this subject was
understood better later.]

6. “We have also felt that it was possible that to some it might he given, by the same spirit, gifts of faith
and miracle s.” (103-4) [Comment : this idea was held for some little time in the early days.]

7. A man able to heal and he felt loss of energy. Bro. Russell remarked “This first smarted the thot in my
mind—May not the miracles of Jesus have had such effect upon his grandly sympathetic and loving
nature.” (105:2-top)

8. “… in the next 35 years [from 1880 to 1915], of the conversion of the 144,000 Jews and the great
multitude of all nations, who will come up out of or after the great tribulation with their robes washed
white in the blood of the Lamb—Rev. 7.” (108:2-top) (By: B. W. Keith) [Comment: these matters were
understood better in later times.)

9. “‘Father if it be possible, let this cup [death] pass from me.’” (111:2-top) [Comment: this was
understood better as truth became more clear.) 

10. “The ‘Time of Trouble’ or ‘Day of Wrath’ covering 40 years (1874 to 1 914) is in two parts or of two
kinds: first a time of trouble upon the church during which she (the nominal church) will fall from her
present position of influence and respect with the world, and many will fall from truth and faith. This
trouble upon the church and also the fact that we shall be in it but protected and safe is shown by the 91st
Psalm.” (P. 112, first par. in article entitled Your Redemption Draweth Nigh) “The trouble coming upon
the world will follow the trouble on the church as a natural consequence and is the second part of the
trouble of this ‘Day of wrath.’ Will the saints be here during its continuance upon the world? No…”
(112:2-5th par. in article entitled Your Redemption Draweth Nigh.) Expected to be translated and be
with the Lord before the seven last plagues are poured out. (P. 113-1 & 2)

11. “Thus the laver clearly typifies baptism.” (1 17-2) (By W. I. Mann.)

12. “… the corruptible wood symbolizes the fleshly, or human nature and enduring copper, the divine.”
(117-4) (By W. I. Mann.)

13. “Water in its purity, in its beauty, and in its all pervading power, is a fit symbol of Chris our Life, since
it is the life of all organic nature.” (117:2-2) (By W. I. Mann.) [Comment : T.S. has it better.)
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1. “Here (at the laver) the begetting by the spirit and the word takes place.” (117:2-3) (By W. I. Mann)
[Comment: better in Tab. Shadows.]

2. “The laver was a type of the blood of Christ.” (118-1) (W. I. Mann.)

3. “If you are clothed with the sun, the moon (all sublunary things) will be under your feet.” (118:2-3)
[Comment: explained much better in later times.]

4. “That as He left heaven at his coming in the flesh, so he left the Most Holy—‘heaven itself’ in 1844.”
(119:2-top) (J. H. Paton)

5. “That it is possible that we might be born of the Spirit, and for a time remain in appearance as natural
men, as did Christ, after he was raised from the dead, we do not deny. Such may be the case. But the Spirit
cannot resign his work until it is complete.” (120:2-3) (By J. H. Paton) [Comment: how thankful we are
for more scriptural expressions.]

6. “… for a spiritual body is immortal.” (122- 5)

7. “… that as he left the divine to take the human, so also He left the human when He resumed the
divine.” (122-6)

8. “Jesus was put to death in the flesh but quickened [made alive] by the spirit.” (122-7) [Comment:
see par. 15; page 3.]

9. “(The meat due when the Lord has come, would unquestionably be, the evidences or proofs of His
presence.)” (123:2-3)

10. “The ‘Jubilee Cycles’ prove that the great jubilee or ‘times of restitution of all things’ was due to begin
in 1875 … Now, is it not clear that if the restitution times began in 1875, the heavens do no longer retain
Him. He is here present?” (123:2-9)

11. Before the kingdom can bless, the present kingdoms of earth must be overthrown. “The work of
demolishing human empire is beginning. The power that will overthrow them is at work. The people are
already organizing their forces under the name of Communists, Socialists, Nihilists, etc.” (124-1) This is
a sign of restitution—a sign of the second Presence. (123-last) [Comment: these forces of opposition to
the present order were strong evidences to the Pastor that he was justified in thinking that he was in the
time for the overthrow of Satan’s empire. These evidences are a thousandfold more today—we have no
reason to doubt.)

12. Another proof of the presence is the bright shining of truth at the end of the 1335 days—1874. (124-2)
[Comment: the brilliance of the truth today is fairly dazzling, in comparison to the truth in 1880.]

13. Another point that appealed to the Pastor, as proof of the second presence of Christ was the parallel
of the Jewish and Christian harvests. He believed Jesus gave up the nominal house in A.D. 33 just before
his crucifixion, and he believed the nominal Christian house was given up in 1878 and “the ‘spewing out
of his mouth to have begun.” [Comment: we note July, 1879 as the start of the Pastor’s magazine, and
this might be a strong confirmation of his belief—for there (1879) was the start of the magazine that was
the chief organ of the Harvest Message. This belief of the Pastor was expressed in August, 1880, and on
the basis of his strong belief in the parallel idea, he predicted or expected an extension of favor upon the
nominal Christian house (to 1881) to correspond to favor to nominal fleshly Israel, after Jesus’ death to
time of Cornelius.] (124-4)
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1. The Pastor believed that the Time of Trouble would affect the churches by infidelity and spiritism
first, and then extend to the overthrow of national governments. (125-1)

2. “… ‘partakers of the Divine nature’…benevolence, kindness and love will become more and more
characteristic of us.” (126-4) [Comment: “nature” and character are not necessarily synonymous terms.]

3. “… until at our birth [resurrection or translation] we come forth…” (131:2-2) Written in August
1880.

4. “Therefore it is called ‘The sin against the Holy Ghost which hath not forgiveness.’” (131:2-5)

5. “But Jesus, who becomes surety for all believers, will not suffer the Divine nature, begun in them
[Great Company] to become extinct.” (132:2-top)

6. “Baptism into death”—Jesus prayed to be released from this “cup” if possible. (133-4)

7. “Thus, even now we are partakers of the divine nature, but the fulness is to be reached when we enter
into life.” (142:2 -3)

8. “It seems clear that His Divinity was retained in humanity…” (144-6) (By J. H. Paton)

9. “… the blending of the Divine and human natures in Christ…” (144:2-4) (By J. H. Paton)

10. “This subject of the Incarnation and double nature of Christ, has received our attention to a greater
or less extent for quite a number of years…” (144:2-4) (By J. H. Paton) [Comment: how glad we are
that we know there is no such thing as a “double nature.”]

11. “In harmony with the idea of the two natures of Christ, as we now see it…” (144:2-5) (By J. H.
Paton) 

12. “We believe the reason He (Christ) did not sin, was not because of the innate strength of His
humanity, but because of the all-sustaining indwelling Divinity.” (145-8) (By J. H. Paton)

13. The article by Pat on (WHY DID CHRIST COME IN THE FLESH) is full of odd statements. (144)

14. “… the ‘great company’ who go thru the coming time of trouble and come up (to the family
condition, as partakers of the Divine nature)…” (148-4)

15. “What was that due meat? Surely the time arguments proving the Lord’s presence.” (149:2-4)

16. Early ideas on the Scapegoat by J. H. Paton. Bro. Russell comments and suggests Great Company as
the correct thot. (130 and 151 last par.)
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1. “Seventh trumpet began sounding A.D. 1840, and will continue until the end of the time of trouble,
and the end of ‘The Times of the Gentiles,’ A.D., 1914, and that it is the trouble of this ‘Great Day’ which
is here symbolically called the voice of the Archangel when he begins the deliverance of fleshly Israel.”
(152:2—last par.)

2. “Jesus himself does not make the Bride ready, but the knowledge of his presence, and the thought of
the coming union with him when ready, make her zealous in the use of the agencies already provided for
her preparation—the Spirit and the Word of truth.” (153-1)

3. “If we are prepared we shall be caught to meet him during the gathering of the trouble, before the
storm bursts.” (153:2-5)

4. Curtains of the Court—“But soon their full ransom will be complete and accepted, and then ‘the veil
shall be taken away.’” (154-top) [Comment: Tabernacle Shadows expresses this better.]

5. Brazen Altar—“… you must not only lay those toys upon the altar but your all.” (154-2)

6. “And now, having been consecrated as priests at the laver…” (W. I. Mann) (158-7)

7. “In the first He was a Divine being in human form, and in the second a human being in Divine Form.”
(J. H. Paton) (160-2)

8. “As God had foreseen and arranged for, man disobeys his superior ruler, the King of kings and Lord
of lords. This cannot go unpunished.” (163-3rd par. of article.)

9. “Henceforth the life of Jesus is that of a dual being, the outward form being the man Christ Jesus,
whose life and being were daily spent for the good of others—a body already given up to death. The new
being within—the Divine nature—was the spirit power of God.” (164:2-4 & 5)

10. “Soon, probably by, possibly before, the fall of 1881, we shall be changed, born of the spirit (of which
we are now begotten) into the glorious likeness of our Head.” (166:2-4) (Written in 1880.)

11. “… and what I now want to prove is that we will be taken (changed to spiritual bodies) and yet be
seen just as Elijah was seen when he was taken from Elisha.” (168-1) (A. D. Jones) [Comment: how
thankful we are that we can express such matters more logically and scripturally.]

12. The article—AFTER CHANGE—BEFORE GLORY, by A. D. Jones is filled with assumptions that
we do not accept now. (167, also 169 and 170-2)

13. “We believe that the seven years (‘harvest’) from the autumn of 1874 to 1881, is the time for the
construction of this temple, i.e. the bringing of all the members—fruit-bearing branches of the
Vine—into the perfect condition.” (172-4)

14. The prophets (such as Daniel) brought into this spiritual condition “like unto Christ’s glorious
body).” (172-5)

15. The Pastor thot that “the door of favor to the ‘high calling’—to be the bride—the temple would end
in the autumn of 1881,” and he also thot the parallelism proved the presence of Christ. (172-5)
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1. “Our change from natural to spiritual bodies we at one time supposed to be the marriage, but we now
see that the change precedes, as making us ready for the marriage.” (172-6)

2. The thot was held that “we that are alive (the feet of the body), will, for a time after our change,
appear under the veil of flesh (as Jesus did after his change) before the temple is glorified.” (172:2-1)

3. “And the parallels show us that then [1874] the harvest began, and that the gathering of the bride
into the place of safety will occupy a parallel of seven years of time, ending in 1881.” (175:2-2)

4. Great Company—“who turn to seek light on his presence in other directions and find it not until the
door to that high calling is shut.” (176:2-2)

5. “So also here, during the first 3½ years, from 1874 to 1878, the opportunity was given the general
Gospel church to receive Christ the present one, but they stumbled similarly to the fleshy house. Because
they knew not of the time of their visitation—being unready—and are similarly cast off—given over to
destruction (as an institution)—a visitation of wrath.” [Comment: it is difficult to follow this reasoning,
unless one is to suppose or assume that because the second presence was announced publically, thru
preaching and the printed page, and rejected by the nominal system (preachers principally, perhaps) this
would be regarded as “stumbling” and “cast off.”] (177-1)

6. The that was given that special favor is “shown to all who separate in heart from the cast-off church,
and receive the presence of the Lord during the 3½ years from 1878 to 1881, and after that to those who
become part of ‘the great company,’ for some shall glorify God in this ‘day of visitation’ and wrath. (1
Pet. 2:12).” (177-2) [Comment: we wonder as to the “special favor” from 1878 to 1881—perhaps the
Pastor had in mind special enlightenment of truth to those who came away from the nominal church.
Bro. James Cole called attention to three special blessings in 1881: (1) The Bible Society was organized;
(2) Bro. Russell put $42,000.00 of his money into the work and this financed “Food For Thinking
Christians”: (3) Tabernacle Shadows was written—1910 Convention Report, page 199, col. 2.]

7. Bro. Sunderlin seemed to apply 2 Cor. 5:1, 2 to the “house of sons” instead of to our resurrection
bodies. (179—“Our House.”)

8. A. D. Jones held to the thot that “some of the evidences which seem to show the translation or change
from the natural to the spiritual condition, due this side or by the fall of our year 1881.” (180-6)

9. “We shall now present what we adduce from the types and prophetic points as seeming to indicate
the translation of the saints and closing of the door of the high calling by 1881.” (180:2-5) (A. D. Jones)
[Comment: we can see how easy it is to jump to conclusions when attempting to reason on types and
prophetic points.]

10. “… and if Daniel stood in his lot at that time, he was raised a spiritual body…” (181-top) (A. D.
Jones)

11. “The Father accepted of his sacrifice—the natural, and as a gift, gave him the spiritual divine
nature—life and body which 1he had laid aside when he took the human nature—life and body.” (182-7)
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1. “… until the ‘first born’—‘little flock’ are born, an event expected during 1881) …” (183-4)

2. The thot is expressed that the first three plagues “we understand to be the trouble or travail of Zion,
during which … all of the wheat will be separated from the tares—all of God’s real children will be
separated from the nominal church in obedience to the call, ‘come out of her, my people,’ etc.; and these
will be protected during the seven last plagues.” (183:2—last par.)

3. “Jacob served seven years for each of these [Rachael and Leah], which might be understood as
typifying the equality of the two ages—Jewish and Gospel—which we have already found to be of equal
measure.” (184-5)

4. “… go into the vineyard and though it be the ‘eleventh hour,’ you may yet receive the ‘penny’
(immortality).” (187-1)

5. The Pastor wrote in Feb., 1881 that “During the last 6 or 7 years, the Lord has been leading us, his
people, in a very remarkable manner.” (188-top)

6. “The tendency of our growth in knowledge is to grow in grace.” (188-2)

7. “Looking back to 1871, we see that many of our company were what as known as Second Adventists,
and the light they held briefly stated, was that there would be a second advent of Jesus—that he would
come to bless and immortalize the saints, to judge the world, and to burn up the world, and all the
wicked. This they claimed would occur in 1873 because the 6,000 years from the creation of Adam were
complete then.” (188-2)

8. History as related by the Pastor: 1873 passed, no burning of world. 1874 regarded as time when Jesus
due to be present “and the resurrection of Daniel … as proved by ending of jubilee cycles and 1335 days
of Dan. 12.” (188-3)

9. “Autumn of 1874, anxiously expected, finally came, but the earth, rolled on as usual.” “All their hearts
were sad.” No error could be found in chronology. (188-3)

10. Brother Keith “(one of our contributors)” discovered that “coming” should have been translated
“presence.” (188-5 and col. 2, par. 1 to 3)

11. Other points became more clear: the difference between natural earthly bodies and spiritual heavenly
bodies; that spiritual beings could not be seen unless a miracle was performed; that the “object and scope
of Gospel age was the taking out of world of mankind a ‘little flock’ to be associated with Jesus in the
work of the future”; that “God’s plan was not to destroy all mankind after gathering of Gospel church but
to ‘restore all things’ and destroy only the evil which now rules the world; that the fire was not literal, and
that it signified a great time of trouble.” (188:2-4) [Comment: this was a wonderful time for growth in
understanding.]

12. “This same Jesus” did not mean Jesus in the flesh, but that he would come in “like
manner”—“silently, unknown to the world.” (188:2-6)

13. They saw that this “same Jesus” had divine power of his own and that he was no longer a natural but a
spiritual body, and he could appear and disappear—he could go as “the wind.” (188:2-last par.)
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1. This made clear how the kingdom could come “without observation.” (189-2) [Comment: thus
gradually the truth became more clear.] 

2. “As the lightning” come to mean that his bride would recognize Him by the light of truth, and the
world would recognize him in the light of events—the “flaming fire” of the day of trouble. (189-3)
[Comment: “As the lightning” came to be better understood later on.]

3. Many other points were noticed, too numerous to relate. One point was “that when the Lord has
come some of his servants will be giving to the household of faith ‘meat in due season’ (which of course
would be the declaring of his presence)…” and other servants would deny and smite. (189-4)

4. “The grandest ‘time argument’ …” showed the Jewish and Gospel Ages the same length of time. Each
Age a 40 year harvest. The wheat “would be taken from the ordinary duties of life…the field, bed and
mill.” We saw that the Truth was the sickle in the Jewish harvest—the message that did the dividing was
“that Jesus was ‘the Christ, the Son of the living God’ and that as represented in him the kingdom of God
was come nigh unto (them)—repent and believe the good news.” (189-5) 

5. Reapers in Gospel Age harvest—by invisible spiritual beings—“Jesus the chief reaper and angels, the
under-reapers.” (189:2-top) [Comment: later thot was that the Lord’s people are the reapers.] 

6. “As then the sickle was the truth that Jesus, the Son of God was present, so now the same truth seems
to be used as a separator—he presence of Jesus, the Bridegroom, Reaper and King …only the wheat are
expected to know.” (189:2 -1) 

7. Regarding 1878 as a parallel to the rejection of nominal natural Israel, there was a momentary
disappointment that no change of our condition occurred. Then it was seen that 3½ years of continued
favor was granted to natural Israel to fill out the 70 weeks of Daniel’s prophecy. The thing to be expected
was not a pattern of the true church as experienced at Pentecost, but an extension of favor to the Nominal
Christian church for 3½ years to 1881 (Fall) as was the case with the nominal Jewish house—3½ years
from death of Jesus to Cornelius, the first Jewish convert. (189:2-2 to 5) [Comment: the foregoing is not
a quote, but an attempt to paraphrase.]

8. It was thot that 3½ years from 1878 to 1881 was the time when the wheat were called to “come out of
her.” (189:2-5)

9. “Just at this time we met with a sad and very severe trial: a brother of influence and ability departed
from the very foundation of all faith claiming that he did not need any one to pay the penalty for his
sins.” (189:2-6) This brother went into complete darkness—“a severe and unlooked for trial and
troubled us much, until we noticed that it was an exact fulfillment of one of our Lord’s parables …”—the
parable of the wedding garment. (190-1) “The result to our little company was a sifting and shaking
which showed us another scripture. Paul had said to us ‘Take unto you the whole armor of God that ye
may be able to withstand in the evil day.’” (190-2)

10. First 3½ years (from 1874 to 1878) “seem as we look back at them to have been devoted almost
entirely to ascertaining and proving the fact of Christ’s presence and the harvest work of separating as



now going on.” “The latter half of this harvest” spent “in applying the truth in urging holiness of heart
and purity of life and consecration to his will and work, of all who would ‘be like him and see him as he
is.’” (190-3, 4) This led on to careful study of ransom and the types, taking away sin typically. “This
proved indeed a mine of wealth in which much digging may be done.” “The type of the day of atonement
… was some of the sweetest food we had tasted and seemed to be ‘meat in due season,’ for it showed us
more clearly the intimate relationship between us and our head, not only in the glory to follow, but in the
sufferings of the present age, ‘the day of atonement.’” (190-5, 6) “Next came the subject of ‘Restitution
For Whom?’” (190:2-2) “In this we saw the hope of believers of this age to be that of becoming new
creatures, of the divine instead of the human nature.” (190:2-2) “We saw these hopes of the church
strongly contrasted with the hopes of the world as held out in the scriptures, when we saw for the first
time, that restitution was all that God had promised to the world in general.” (190:2-3) We saw that
while we are ransomed we are not restored but are reckoned as perfect “in order that we might have
something to offer on God’s altar … and present ourselves as ‘living sacrifices.’” (190:2-4) “And now our
mission as new creatures, divine, is to yield up our human life, body and talents to God, ‘doing good unto
all men as we have opportunity, especially to the household of faith.’” (190:2-5) “Next ‘the Narrow Way
to Life’ opened up before us and we saw that the life referred to is immortal life—or the perfection of
life.” We saw that “God has many different orders of beings.” “This showed us that the great prize for
which we are running … is immortal life (or life in ourselves).” (190: 2-5) “Fresh light was shed upon
the subject of baptism”—water baptism a beautiful symbol. (190:2-last par.)

(Item #421, Page 13)

1. “And now we come nearer to the time when our change seems due.” “Expect it during 1881, possibly
near the autumn where the parallels show the favor Zion complete and due to end, the door to the
marriage to shut and the high calling to be the bride of Christ to cease.” (191-1) 

2. “We see that as the voices and the trumpets of 1 Thess. 4:16 are symbolic, so also, the clouds are
symbolic of trouble gathering, in or during which, we shall be caught away to meet the Lord in the air …
another symbol and used to represent the spiritual—supernatural—control of earth’s affairs.” (191-1)

3. “We have learned that the change and marriage, while intimately associated, are not the same.” The
change comes “before being joined or united with him in the glory of power, or office.” (191-2, 3)

4. “Other features appeared relative to our condition after change before glory and the work we shall do
after our change, under the veil of the flesh, for the ‘great company’—instructing them, separating them
from the world, etc., under a series of judgments represented by the first three plagues upon the
Egyptians and Israelites.” (191-4)

5. “The first 3 plagues were visited upon the typical people by the hand of Aaron, who was a type of the
translated church. As Aaron was the mouthpiece of Moses, so we expect that when changed we shall,
under the veil be the mouthpiece of the kingdom for a time. This same general truth we found illustrated
in the building of the temple—the temple built representing the church in its changed or completed
condition—yet unglorified until the Levites and Priests had come into full harmony in God’s praise.”
(191-4)
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1. “… only the animal nature of man (called the heel) will be overcome …”(191-last par.) (J. S.
Sunderlin)

2. “This is a positive statement that Melchisedec did not die. We must suppose he was translated.”
(195-3)

3. “We understand the baptism of fire is for the destruction of the flesh.” (199:2-6) (J. H. Paton)

4. “We shall be ‘changed in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye,’ and it will be a radical change, no
longer, natural, earthly, weak and corruptible, but powerful, spiritual, incorruptible, immortal—‘like
unto Christ’s glorious body;’ tho appearing (as seems to be taught in the types) for a while to mankind in
general, as tho we had not been changed. When thus changed, we can see all others on the spiritual plane,
the Lord, the prophets and resurrected saints and those similarly changed. The vail will be only to those
on the natural plane.” Then we can “go and come like the wind.” (201:2-8)

5. “We think it is clear the Bible reveals three kingdom ages—the Jewish,  Gospel and Millennial ages,
represented by the Saviour as the three measures of meal, in which the work goes on to completion.”
(206-6) (J. H. Paton) 

6. “We understand the Saviour here uses only one feature of the leaven only, in His illustration, that is its
permeating power. It does not cease until the work is done, so God’s kingdom will not cease its operation
until the curse is removed.” (211:2-top) (J. H. Paton) 

7. “In this picture is shown how we [the church] partake of the nature of Christ by eating his flesh [in a
figurative sense] …” (211:2-7) (A. D. Jones) 

8. “… and the living phase of the church, being always represented, we are brought down to the end of
this dispensation, where the living are to be changed and caught away to meet Jesus, without the tasting
of death; …” (212-2) (A. D. Jones) 

9. “… and all who become members of the Christ, must be partakers of the Holy Ghost—anointed.”
(217:2-7) 

10. “He was accepted, and from that moment, being begotten of the Spirit  and sealed as a new creature,
he is a partaker of the divine nature, the human nature (Abrahamic seed) being the thing sacrificed.”
(218-4, 5) 

11. “The New Jerusalem is a figure of the coming kingdom of God. It represents, we believe, both
spiritual and earthly beings.” (219-7) 

12. “We believe that his presence will be revealed to the eyes of understanding gradually during ‘this day
of the Lord’ (forty years—from 1874 to 1914) as it now is to ours; except that we discern it through the
word of prophecy revealed by the Spirit, and they will recognize his presence by His judgments upon
nominal Zion, and the world—for the Father ‘hath committed all judgment unto the Son.’” (224-top)

13. “The Watch Tower never claimed that the body of Christ will be changed to spiritual beings during
this year. There is such a change due some time. We have not attempted to say when, but have repeatedly
said that it could not take place before the fall of 1881.” (224-1)



(Item #421, Page 15)

1.  The Pastor gave his reasoning regarding the parallels—7 years from the start of Jesus’ ministry to
when the gospel was preached to Cornelius; and 7 years from 1874 to 1881. First 3½ years the presence
was preached, with no response. Five days before his death, Jesus said “your house is Left desolate,”
—you are no longer God’s mouthpiece. In 1878 the same thing happened with nominal spiritual Zion.
3½ years to Cornelius—continued favor “to the pure and true individuals to come out of it.” The 3½
years from 1878 to 1881 is explained as follows: “Since 1878 (and never before that we have felt at liberty
to call God’s children out of the nominal churches to a position of freedom and liberty where they would
be free to serve Hirn fully; as well as to study his word and be taught of Him…” (224-3 to 6)

2. In the article we are now examining (the year 1881) from page 224, col. 2, par. 2 to 225-4, the Pastor
continues to elaborate on his belief that the high calling would end in the fall of 1881. “What may be the
outward indication that the door is shut, we know not, but will expect to see some evidence of it.”
(224:2-5)

3. Certain measurements in the Great Pyramid are pointed out as confirmatory of his belief. (224:2-7
and on) 

4. “… that the gospel favors and privileges have been ending during these 7 years—and will entirely
cease this year.” (225-2)

5. “Seeing our justification, we reflected on what Paul said to all justified persons: ‘I beseech you
brethren …’” (225:2-7)

6. “Are you able to drink of the cup that I shall drink of, (death—‘Father if it be possible let this cup pass
from me.’)…” (226-3)

7. “Unquestionably then we would regard every case of curing in which the instruments are the prayers
of saints as being of God.” (226-4)

8. “(For remember that as the Bride of Adam was a sharer in the fall and curse, so the Bride of Christ is
permitted to share in the redemption sacrifice, and blessing of all mankind).” (227-1)

9. The Pastor expected more miraculous healings to take place “probably after this fall” (1881).
(227:2-1)

10. The Pastor spoke of the awakening of the dead in Old Testament times as resurrections. (227-7)
[Comment: he understood this better later on—how true we are seeing that “the path of the just is as a
shining light.”)

11. The Pastor thot that all who would come out would do so before the “seven year harvest” would end
in 1881. He thot the “winter” would be after 1881. (230:2-2) 

12. “This ‘winter’ time coming, is the time of Zion’s travail when the great majority of her children will be
brought forth but those who will be members of the first-born will come forth before the travail (and we
know not how soon thereafter, they will be ‘changed in a moment in the twinkling of an eye’.)” (230:2-2
to 6)

13. “It may have escaped the attention of some that at this time the disciples were not begotten of the spirit
though they were justified by faith—justified human beings …” (23l-2) 



(Item #421, Page 16)

1. “The significance of the washing and change to our mind is, that when he begins to reveal himself to
those in the ‘court’ (believers—not accounted worthy of translation—and to be a part of the
Bride)—they will be able to recognize Him as the one altogether lovely; in whom all their Honor and
Immortality—they will realize him as the one whose blessing is to be desired.” (245:2-5) 

2. “‘Let us go to him without the camp (nominal church) bearing the reproach with him.’—(Editor).”
(246:2-top) 

3. “The hope of our change from the human, earthly nature, to a spiritual, heavenly nature, is of course
the grand climax of our hope. As begotten ones, we long for birth into the full and express image of our
Father’s person, into the glory of Christ’s glorious body. This being the case, it is not to be wondered at
that this most coveted thing is ever supposed to be the thing expected when any date is referred to as
being the fulfillment of a prophetic period.” (247-5) [Comment: We wish we had the ability to do justice
to this quote from the pen and heart of our Beloved Pastor. We will have to struggle with what we have
and try to express how this quote is a supreme credit to the Pastor. We think this explains “everything”—
the constant effort to anticipate future events on the basis of some prophecy and parallel. It was the heart
longing of the Pastor and his associates in the early days to be with our Lord and experience the change
promised—from human to divine. If we had been living back there we would probably have done the
same thing. If we make a special effort to understand this quote, especially the last sentence, then we can
more readily enter into the Pastor’s “feelings” and sympathize with him, and not feel critical. We too,
have a heart longing to be with our Beloved Lord and experience our change. But we think it is important
for our spiritual well being and development in the graces of the Spirit that we avoid the strong tendency
to “figure out” future events on the basis of some date or parallel. There is more to be lost than gained by
indulging in prophetic guessing.]

***************************************************************************************************** 

We think right here might be a good place to terminate the first installment of our history. The quote
above was on page 60 of our penciled notes and we have 310 more pages to go! Please remember that
what we have covered is only the start of the history of the harvest message and the ministry of the
Pastor. Not all who read this history will get the same good out of that which is read, but we hope each
one will be benefitted in some way. As we progress in our historical notes it will be found that more and
more understanding of sound doctrine was experienced by the Pastor and his “fellow-servants.” We are
convinced the Pastor was on the right track when he linked world conditions with prophecies pertaining
to the end of the age. We can benefit greatly by studying his expressions on prophecy and world
conditions. It is a bit startling to realize that conditions back there were very similar to conditions today
—only on a smaller scale. There were Socialists, Communists, Nihilists whose avowed object was the
overthrow of the present order—sounds familiar doesn’t it? 

**************************************************************************************************** 
“Not to know what has been transacted in former times is to continue always a child. If no use is made of
the labors of past ages, the world must remain always in the infancy of knowledge.”—Cicero. 

Use the best there is from every quarter, humbly recognizing worth and excellence beyond yourself, no
matter where it is found. Excel in humility and wisdom, rather than in pretense beyond actual fitness.
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